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DANCES FEATURE COMING WEEKEND
STAFF
HALF MILLION EARTH
Brisbane
Visits
Alpha Zeta to REGIMENTAL
Unique Military
FETED AT BANQUET
Sponsor Mock
iilitary Dance

THURSDAY^ EVENIN
COLONEL WEST SPEAKS

Clemson Campus
Saturday Night

Military Leaders of School
Meet in Training Room
Banquet Given in Honor or
For Repast
Honorary Frat Sponsors First
World Famous Journalist
Ag. Dance in Recent
In the training room last ThursYears
"When a man is failing, we first
day night the twenty-four men that
find him out!"
comprise
the
Regimental
Staff
were
From eight-thirty until midnight
With these opening words in refgiven a banquet by Clemson's culiSaturday the local chapter of Alpha
erence to the downfall of Napoleon,
nary artist, Capt. J. D. Harcombe.
Zeta will sponsor, in the fieldhouse,
The Commandant and his staff Arthur Brisbane, the nation's most
noted editorial writer addressed a
the -first Agricultural dance to be were also present at the affair.
After a delightful dinner, Cadet host of civic, cultural, and indusheld at Clemson in recent years.
Colonel Schirmer presented Colonel trial leaders of South Carolina, in
Nick Laney, the crooning half- West. The Commandant read an ed- the messhall Friday night.
back, and his Duke Blue Devils, en- itorial bearing on the type of grad■Mr. Brisbane was scheduled to
gaged also for the military ball, will uates turned out in American col- arrive at Clemson at 5 o'clock, In
leges, and. commented briefly on it. time to watch the crack senior plarender music for the occasion.
toon go throug> tl'ir intricate maThe affair is to be in form of a
neuvers.
Due to an unavoidable
delay, the famous journalist wat>
mock military ball, since the decunable to arrive in time for the drill
orations of the military hall will be
exhibition. He arrived at 7 p. m.,
used; any uniform that includes a
at which time the banquet got uncoat will be considered as proper.
der way.
NBC and CBS Have Nothing
After the repast Dr. Bikes preon Tigertown's Broadcast
sented
the guest of honor with a
Man
pair of book ends made from wood
With a nineteen-tube super-hetro- from the Calhoun mansion, a booklet
(Continued on page eight)
dyne automatic volume control set,
Gordon Rogers, a freshman in the
electrical engineering department at
Clemson, gives radio entertainment
to a hundred and fifty rural families
living near Mauldin, a village eight
RECORD BROKEN
miles from Greenville, at a cost of
twenty-five cents a month to each
Bengal Mermen Win Over
family.
Presbyterian College by
"Rat" Rogers constructed his reThirty Points
ceiving set from odds and ends of
Clemson's mermen added another radio material, and built the net- Captain Lynn to Lead Yellow
Peril During Cinder Path
victory to their list by defeating work of lines to the loudspeakers
from
iron
wire,
using
convenient
Season
Presbyterian swimmers 57 to 27, in
(Continued
on
page
eight)
the local "Y" pool Friday.
With their first meet scheduled
Alex Dickson was high scorer
with the University of Georgia in
with two first places, and GoodAthens on March 31, the Bengal
son clipped six and one-half seconds
track men are now hard at work
off his own state record for the 44 0
under the direction of Coach Howevent.
Love is a grand and great and and with J. Craig assisting.
McHugh, Thackston, and Van de glorious feeling.
■So far, about thirty men have
Erve accounted for Bengal first
—Taylor.
reported to Manager Slade for pracplaces; Valley, Freeman, and. Wil/ tice, and uniforms have been issued.
son were outstanding for P. C.
From the standpoint of nutrition, we aren't interested in the hulls
CALENDAR
of oats.
—Manning.
Monday, March 5
6 45
Alpha Zeta
As one noble friend to another.
8 00
Tiger Brotherhood
—Narainor.
6
45
Sophomore Council
When those of us who live (and
Tuesday, March 6
attempt to study) in barracks were
My
chest
expansion
was
eight
8 00
Calhoun Literary Society
back in high school the mere menand three-quarter inches.
6 45
Junior Council
—Daniel. tion of the word "professor", made
Wednesday, March 7
us shiver. We had a sudden mental
6 45
Epworth League
picture, in kaleidoscope form, of a
Sit
down
before
you
flunk.
6 45
B. Y. P. U.
—Goodale. half-starved male with horn-rimmed
6 45
Christian Endeavor
glasses, a huge gold watch with a
Thursday, March 8
Plii Beta Kappa key on the chain,
That
reminds
me
of
the
case
12 00
Alpha Tau Alpha
of a prominent man in New York. clothes that were antiquated in
6 45
Dairy Club
—Brearley. ante-bellum days and a head of hair
Animal Husbandry Club — 6 45
that would make Ignatz Paderewski
8 00
Internat'l Rel. Club _
blush with shame.
I
don't
see
any
art
in
crying,
Palmetto Literary Society 8 00
But college changes many things
anyway.
6 45
Tau Beta Pi
—Lane. (no doubt parents back home will

"Rat" Radio Bug
Has Big Hookup

CLEMSON SWIM TEAM
DEFEATS BLUE HOSE
BY 57 J0_27 SCORE

'/

BENGALTRACKSTERS
PRACTICE DAILY FDR
OPENINGJNCOUNTER

"By Their Words"

SAMPLES UNDERGOING
CLEMSOITSANALYSES
HUGE

PROJECT

Ball Sponsored
by Honor Frat

Over Three Hundred at Work
On South Carolina Soil
Experiment
Election of Honorary Cadet
Colonel to Be Feature
A vast soil survey, under the
of Affair
auspices of the United, States Department of Agriculture, ie being
One of the most unusual event*
conducted at the college.
in the social history of Clemsoa.
To date, some five hundred thoutakes place tomorrow night when
sand samples of soil, from over the
entire Palmetto state, have been the Military Ball, sponsored by the
obtained for analysis at Clemson. local chapter of 3cabbard and Blade,
About three hundred thousand cam- gets under way in the Field house
ples have already been tested for to the melody of Nick Laney and
hydrogen ion concentration value, his Duke University Blue Devils.
relative acidity, and several other
The most anticipated feature of
values.
the dance is the selection of an honProf. Herbert P. Cooper, Agronorary Cadet Colonel, from the young
omist, addressed the Corps in chapladies present. Any girl attending
el Tuesday on this subject. He statthe ball is eligible for the honor.
ed that three hundred and twentyVisiting army officers will perform
one men, many of whom are Clemas judges, and their choice will be
son. graduates, are engaged in the
determined by the beauty, grace and
carrying out of this huge survey.
charm of the dancers.
(Continued on page eight)
The young lady chosen as honorary Colonel will be given a review
of the corps later in the spring.

Keys Talks on
Ethyl Gasolene
Interesting Lecture Made in
Chemistry Building Thursday Night

Thursday night in the lecture
room of the Chemistry building Mr.
Keys, representative of the Ethyl
Gas Corporation, gave a lecture on
ethyl gas. His assistant demonstrated the superiority of the ethyl antiknock gas over the ordinary nonanti-knock types in a one cylinder
combustion engine.
The lecture was highly interest
ing. Ethyl gas is ordinary gas to
which is added lead tetraethyl,
ethyline chloride, and ethyline bromide. The red coloring is a vegetable dye which is added merely for
distinctive purposes.

Twentieth Century Profs Unlike
Pedagogues of "Halcyon" Days
vigorously vouch for this statement).
And so when we first paraded from
room to room to sign up for classes
we were rather pleasantly disillusioned.
The man behind the desk, despite
a rather long nose, had quite a
pleasant look on his face.
He was
genteel and mild mannered; there
were no spasmodic outbursts of fiery
eloquence. He wore a brown suit
(closely resembling Cousin Sam's).
And his tie had too much red in it
to be termed a cravat. When the
(Continued on page two)

SHERRILL LECTURES
ON GEO. WASHINGTON
Clemson Professor's Address
On First President Much
In Demand
George Washington was discussed,
as a man, as a statesman, and as
an outstanding character, by Dr.
George Sherrill, Clemson professor
of history and economics, before a
meeting of the Greenville Textile
club, which met at Parker high
school last Friday night.
TALL, TANKSTEB
Lanky A. C. Swails, six-footfive pivot man for the Tiger basketeers hasn't much on "Slim"
Goodson, Clemson swim ace, who
recently clipped 30 seconds off
the state time for the 440 event.
In order to give 'a rough estimate of his height to some
youthful admirers "Slim" obligingly stretched himself across
the bottom of the "Y" pool; with
his pedal extremities against the
side of the pool, his outstretched
hand reached well over the center line.
Not content with this, the admirers gathered together several
yardsticks and upon compilation
of their data found that the
aquabat's head stands exactly six
and one-third feet above Mother
Earth.
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COGHRAN WILL LEAD ATTENTION OF INTRAFRESHM|N_FOR YEAR MURAL SPORTS FANS
Jeter, Berry, and Lewis also
CALLEDJOSCHEDULE
Elected to Office by
Frosh
The freshman class chose the following men to guide their destinies
during the year: Cochran, Jeter,
Berry, and Lewis.
In the election which took place
Wednesday, Henry Cochran defeated
Jeff Davis for the presidency, and
J. M. Jeter won over M. L. Shuford
for the vice-president's chair; J. N.
Berry was conceded the secretarytreasurer's post .over J. M. Neuffer,
and H. Lewis triumphed over H. O.
Stroheker in the race for historian.
These candidates were nominated
by the entire freshman claes in
chapel Tuesday, and the voting was
carried on all day Wednesday.
L. H. Harvin, president of the senior class supervised the election and
announced the new officers late
Wednesday.

NEELY ISSUES FIRST
GALL FOR BASERALL
Fifty Report to Initial Meeting
of Diamond Candidates
At a meeting last Tuesday night
over fifty men answered Coach Neely's call for the 1934 baseball team.
The catchers and pitchers reported
for practice Wednesday. Some equipment has' already been issued. All
players ,w,ill be required to be ouc
en MondayIVi March 5, and the first
few days of practice will be devoted to' exercise which will be
held in'the neld house until weather
conditions'''are suitable for outdoor
practice,' and then the scene will be

THUBSmY.

MARCH

1934

Military Ball Sponsors
\

NINE TOURNEYS
YMCA Physical Department
Plans Big Program For
Spring Athletic Session
Students interested in participating in Intramural Sports can look
forward, to the following program:
1. Free Throw Contest for the Newman Trophy.
2. Handball Pitching (singles and
doubles).
3. Horseshoe Pitching (tournament
will be scheduled)
4. Swimming (Batallion and Company Swimming Meets and Relays).
5. Tennis Tournaments (singles and
doubles).
6. Track (Several intramural track
meets will be conducted).
7. Soccer ,A Company League is being organized).
8. Volleyball (Informal games in
volleyball will be played between different companies).
9. Playground Baseball (A Company
League is planned).

Miss Elizabeth Lucas

Miss Harriette Welborn

iMiss Melrose Rustin

Miss Carolyn Johnson

Miss Casandra Cason

Three years ago if any college
professor had suggested some ot
the changes Roosevelt has made he
would have lost his job.—Or. Robert E. Vinson, President, Western
Reserve University.

changed to Riggs Field.
This early practice will give the
players plenty of time to get in
shape for the games here with Duke
on the 30th and 31st of Miarch. On
the following Saturday the Tigers
play North Carolina State here.

The sponsors are, from left to right: Miss Elizabeth
Harriette Welborn of Lebanon (Lt. Colonel Bigger) ; Miss
Lytle); Miss Melrose Rustin of Charleston (Lt. Colonel
(Lt. Colonel Robinson); and Miss Elizabeth McLaurin of

Miss Elizabeth McLaurin

Lucas of Greenville( Colonel Schirmer); Miss
Cassandra Cason of Anderson (Lt. Colonel
Schroder);Miss Carolyn Johnson of Anderson
Lancaster (Major Bell, 2nd Lt. S. & B.

The aforementioned White adds
that "more than once I saw snowballs and bottles hurled at the head
.'Continued from page one)
of the highly respected president
of the college, whom I also saw
gentleman talked he didn't use
at another time locked in his lecture
Harvard A's. He was just a regular
room and forced to escape from a
feller (and still is).
window by a ladder lowered from
Inside of two weeks we felt that
the second story".
he was here to teach us a few
things about Wilde's plays, qualitaPeople are still in a quandary as
tive analysis, freehand drawing, me- to what will become of the younger
chanics, loom fixing, (calculus, eco- generation, but educators are no
lomic history, or poultry husbandry doubt glad that this isn't the heyand not see how many Furman day of puritanism when every novel
blocks he could dish out. In class was a Sunday school lesson, every
we called him Prof., but outside the poem an inspiration, and every prof
reference to him was "have you read a target for beer b/Jtles.
those two pages for John" (or Pick,
or Jimmy, or Marble).
Back in the halcyon days when
women were as unyielding as hotel
Sir Walter Raleigh is an unusually
pillows 'and everyone was discussing soothing combination of mild Kentucky
the Battle of Chapultepec the rela- Burleys that' has become a national fations between professor and student vorite in no time at all. Kept fresh in
(to quote Billy Shakespeare) "were gold foil. Try it! You've been looking
for it for longer than you realize.
not so hot'".
Brown & Williamson Tobacco CorporaIt seems in 1846 that a gentle- tion, Louisville, Kentucky, Dept. S-41
man by the name of Everett, who
(Send for free booklet)
then held down the presidency of
dear Old Harvard, wrote to a friend:
"It is necessary when Dr. Ware
commences his lectures to the freshman class (of two students) on
Wednesday to send a proctor to* proSIR WALTER'
tect the professor from being pelted with chestnuts. (Ed. Note: They
just didn't have no proper home
rearin).
Some man by the name of Andrew
D. White (we never heard of him
before) wrote in his journal to the
affect that he saw a prof, an excellent clergyman (he'd probably
been reading "Elmer Gantry") driven out of a room through the panel
.of a door with books, boots, and
cuispidors thrown at his cranium.
It's 15c—AND IT'S MILDER

MODERN PEDAGOGUES
OVER TWO HUME
BASKETBALL GAMES
PLAYEDJN Y COURT
TOURNEY

NOW

ON

Intramural Court Game Hits
New High in Company
Contests

"America Must Be Self-Contained," Says James W. Gerard.

THAT the United States should
carry out a nationalistic policy
has recently been brought forcibly
to the public by statements of a nationally known leader, James W.
Gerard, former Ambassador to Germany and chairman of the Committee for America Self-Contained.
Of particular interest to the people of the South, was Mr. Gerard's
recent address over a nationwide
hook-up, on the need for American
economic self-containment. In this
he stressed that the application of
science, of chemistry, in particular,
is aiding, America to become economically free from the rest of the
world1. Science, for instance, has enabled t'his country to produce the
nitrates which are so extensively,
utilized by Southern farmers as fer-,
tilizer in their agriculture, and

1.

upon the use of which Southern
prosperity is so dependent.
Mr. Gerard in his speech did not
mention what should be of even
greater interest to the Southern
farmer, that is, that nitrates today
are made right in the South, at
Hopewell, Virginia. Their availability not only makes the South
independent of foreign nitrates, but
adds to Southern prosperity as well,
since their purchase supports a
Southern home industry.
American prosperity is dependent
upon the restoration of a balance
between the buying power of industry and agriculture, towards which
the efforts of the President and his
National Recovery Administration
are directed. The support of home
industries will help to bring about
this objective.

Intramural basketball has been
very successful at Clemson this year.
The season opened Nov. 14 and has
been in continuous progress until
this week. Fourteen teams have
been in the league playing two
games per week.
Approximately three hundred different individuals have participated
in company basketball this season.
A schedule of two-hundred intramural basketball games have been
played by Company Basketball teams
since the beginning of the season,
November 14.
A total of one hundred and fiftyone players met the requirements of
eligibility for the Regimental ba»ket_
ball tournament held last week and
part of this week. Gold basketball
charms will be given the members
of the championship, team.

COLLEGIATE PRESS
THE FLORIDA FLAMBEAU
A professor at an eastern college
posted this bulletin: "If the person
who stole the alcohol from the laboratory will kindly return the cat's
intestines, no questions will be
asked."
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PROF. B. 0. WILLIAMS MR, A. J. ELLIOT WILL
DELIVER SPEECHES
TALKS TO LIVESTOCK
CLUB LAST THURSDAY ON CAMPUS IN MARCH
Address Based on Use of Measuring Apparatus in Science
The Clemson Livestock Club held
an important meeting on Thursday
evening, February 22.
An important event of the meeting was the talk made by Mr. B. O.
Williams on "The Sequence of the
Scientific Method". In this short discussion, M;r. Williams emphasized
the fact that almost everything waa
measurable by the use of scales.
The steps necessary in the formulation of any scientific law were aleo
discussed.
Several new men were taken into
the organization.
These men were
M. P. Howell, J. H. Girardeau, E.
B. Baskin, and J. G. Byrd.
The members present enjoyed excellent refreshments provided by
Professor L. V. Starkey.

LIBRARY EXTENSION
PLANNED TO SERVE
ADJAGENTJOUNTIES
SIKES

PRESIDES

Four Hundred Delegates Meet
Here to Plan Book Distribution
Around 400 people from Anderson, Oconee and Pickens counties
held a meeting at Clemson College
Thursday afternoon, February 22, to
lay plans for free library service
in all parts of the three counties.
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of
Clemson, called the gathering in
order to aid what seems an insistent
demand for more and better reading for all.
'Miss Tabor and Miss Porter, or
the Greenville County Library, were
present with their library truck to
give their experiences in the successful operation of the Greenville
Library service.
Superintendent L.
P. Hollls, of the Parker District,
was present also to help promote trie
work.

IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA
TO GIVE LUNCHEON
FOR HONOR GUESTS

YMCA

IS

SPONSOR

Former
All-American
End
Will Spend Four Days
Clemson
On the Clemson College campus
March 18-21, A. J. "Dad" Elliot
will deliver a series of messages
to groups and individuals, under the
sponsorship of the Y. M. C. A. He
is a grauuate of Northwestern University where he was an all American end on the football team.
Wnile tnere he made a most enviable record for himself, affiliating
his name with only that which is
high and lofty. For two years hb
was president of the student YMCA.
After graduating he has associated
himself with the National YMJCA
and has contriouted much to tne
lives of young students.
'Messages with power are "Dad's"
specialty. He is broadminded, redblooded, and fearless. His messages
naturally reflect these characteristics.
He
hits
hard,
clean, and
straight from the shoulders up.
His platform ability is unquestioned.
He speaks with
a
sincerity and
earnestness that grips and holds attention from start to finish. The
number of return engagements thai
he annually receives evidences his
popularity as a speaker who has
something to say and knows how
to say it.
Mr. Bradford Knapp, President of
The Oklahoma A. and M. College
said: "You made a very deep impression on the student body, and
I think that you
have
had more
effect upon
their
real Christian
thinking than any other man who
has been here during the live years
I have been president of this institution."

CUNNINGHAM SPEAKS
TO RELATIONS CLUB
AT RECENT MEETING
BALBO IS TOPIC
Books Received by Organization From Carnegie Fund

The International Relations Club
met Thursday night, February 22,
in the Engineering Building an^ enjoyed a talk by Frank Cunningham
on the subject of Balbo vs. MussoNOTED VISITOR
lini.
Following this, plans for a joint
Dr. Wright of Federal Voca- meeting of the Clemson and Andertional Board Will Visit
son College clubs were discussed,
Local Frat
and arrangements made to hold the
meeting on March 8th at Anderson
The Iota Lambda Sigma frater- College.
nity will give a luncheon in honor
of Dr. J. C. Wright, director of Vocational Education, Washington, D.
C., and other visitors from the Feaerad Board who will be in attendance at the South Carolina Educational Association meeting in Columbia March 8, 9, and 10.
Dr. Wright is a former industrial
teacher and is a member of the fra- Second
Year Men Discuss
ternity.
Gamma Chapter, of ClemValue of Good Influences
son College, is particularly pleased
that it will have occasion to honor
The
Sophomore
Council
met
the man who has been director of Thursday evening, at 7 o'clock in
all vocational education in the Uni- the clubroom of the "Y".
ted States for the last fifteen years,
A devotional, "Praying With All
and through whose leadership vo- of One's Being", was read by Roy
cational education has been brought Cure ton.
to a predominant position in our
Discussion arose about certain "in.
educational system.
fluences" that one may have. Also
It is, expected that a large num- the question as to whether one
ber of Clamson graduates, who are should have an "ideal" or not was
teaching industrial education and brought up.
agriculture in the state will be presr
The last chapter of "The ManhoQd
ent for the luncheon.
of the Master", by Dr. Harry Ejuerson Fosdicfc was re&d, and discussed,
The thing, to do with criticism is after "HfWch the meeting was closed
to go out and meet it.
by K. W. McGee's prayer.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
HELD MEETING AT Y
ON THURSDAY NIGHT

PAGE TKREH

Ducks of the Non- Water Variety_ E COMPANY SPONSORS
DELIGHTFUL SOCIAL
Popular With Tiger Nicotemists
IN YMCASAT. NIGHT
By A. 31.

W1IJ1J1.«*.'J.S

He stands there, cap low over Ills
eyes, hands in pockets, and an evil
gleam spread over his countenance!
With a gloating smirk on his curied
lips, he watches his approaching
victim with a "won't you come into
my parlor, said the spider to the
fly" air.
Our hero, all unaware of the
ghastly fate in store for him, walks
blithly on, puffing happily at his
cigarette. Suddenly, the villian prepares for action—the glint in liis
optical organs grows brighter, Satanic thoughts fit hither and yon
through his calloused mind, and he
is ready to strike. Our hero is opposite him._ The pusilanimous viilian waits .wearily- until there is
exactly four-and-no-hundredths interval between him and his waliant
wictim (as per Part I, Chap. 7, Sec.
1, Par. 174 of the IDR) and then
he strikes.
Casting aside all preliminaries he strides up to the luckless one and with a bass as deep
as 10 foot well, he roars, "Ducks!"
AH of which, members of the Intelligensia, is a treatise on neither
criminals nor mallards, but merely
an introduction to America's (and
Clemson's
greatet
nuisance—the
"duck shooter".
From the muscle-bound coast of
Massachusetts
(you thought we'd
say Maine, didn't ya?) to the sunshine of the Pacific shore-line this
parasite plys his nefarious calling.
Every town and village has one; no
college is without him. It's done in
the best of families. Four out of
five do it, and your best friend
will "duck" you. So What?

ine nouis U.IIM' no difference to
the
"duckee".
As
we
sleepily
grop our way to reveille with tht
omission of a tie and the consequent emission of some vulgaristic
slanguage, we are startled into a
rude awakening with the frantic
screech of "Gimme, the duck, will
ya?"
The parasite meets all formations
with the regularity of Dynamite. All
ranks and every class harbors the
field.
From architects to intelligent cliques we find this wolf in
auck's clothing.
With the advent of the ten-inch
fag (see Major Abbot at the Canteen or Freddie Sadler at our local
soda place for enlightening details)
a new field is opened for the selfstyled stalwart studes.
According to unofficial and (probably) incorrect reports the ducksters have banded themselves together in what is hoped to be the
nucleus of a national fraternity1
the Robinson Cruesoes (so namec;
from their love for castaways).
The latin motto of the organization is "Vee Smoka Widouta Da
Men", which
translated into the
vernacular of Clemson is "Give me
ducks or give me death".
Ed. Note: It is generally known
that cold water agrees with ducks
of the bird variety, but we wonder
what its reaction with '"ducksters"
would be.
It has been suggested
that an experiment be carried out
along this line for the advancement
of pure science and the benefit of
those who shell out for cigs. After
all a ducking for "duckees" would
be quite ducky).

Demoiselles From Campus and
Nearby Cities Present at
Affair
Beautiful young ladies and soft,
mellow syncopation by Clemson's
own Jungaleers featured a social
sponsored by E. Company in the
club room of the Y. M. C. A. last
Friday night, from nine until one.
As an added attraction to the affair, Coach Charlie Moss, acting in
the capacity of "chief caller" led
those present in a series of intricate
square dance movements.
Young ladies from Greenville, Anderson, Seneca, Pendleton, and the
campus were present.

PROF, EDWARDS HOLDS
CLASSES IN SENIOR
LIFE SAVING AT YMCA
Swimmers Who Pass Tests to
Be Awarded Emblems Soon
About a dozen cadets are receiving preliminary lessons in preparation for the senior Red Cross life
saving examination under the direction of Prof. Edwards who has instructed the men in the "Y" pool.
Swimmers who pass the requirements for the exam, which is being held this week, will be awarded
the senior certificate and emblem.
Fifteen received the above rewards in Prof. Edwards' class last
year.
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Shoot The Show
BY H. S. ASHMORE
FRIDAY—BUREAU OF
MISSING PERSONS
One of those Grand Hotel things
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
centered about the Bureau of MisFounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the sing Persons in a great city. Taken
»Hege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
from the secret files of Captain
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- John H. Ayres, "Mastermind of the
World's Greatest Detective Organilege, South Carolina.
zation", according to the advance
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
ballyhoo from Hollywood.
• Member Intercollegiate Press
Everyone dashes about looking for
everybody else and they succeed in
getting the audience pretty well befogged, but you enjoy it. FeaturEXECUTIVE
ing the seductive Bette Davis, Lewis
George Chaplin
Editor-in-Chief
Stone, Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell,
Kenneth W. Ackis
Associate Editor
Oscar G. Rawls
■
Associate Editor
and a lot of other featured actors.
George C. Warren
Business Manager
SATURDAY—COLLEGE COACH
Kenneth W. McGee
Circulation Manager
Another football epic, which tries
to show that football is just another
REPORTORIAL
business and ends up by wrapping
S. D. Smart, Athletic Editor; T. S. Strange, Y. M. C. A. Editor; J. Metz, Exchange
Editor; C. H. Hollis, News Editor; J. C. Burton, B. G. Price,
a thick coat of glamour around our
and C. E. Farmer, Asst. News Editors.
gridiron heroes and the men who
make them tick. Dick Powell, our
H. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Cain, D. OD. Page, E. R. Holt, W. M. Rogers, R. C. Commander
W. K. Lewis, J. M. Bennett, J. D. Kinard, S. V. Perez, and F. 0. Griggs, Reporters.
favorite chorus boy, goes dramatic
and plays the lead as the football
CIRCULATION
idol. Should be worth seeing just
C. C. Gibson. Asst. Circulation Manager; W. B. Hiott, P. Q. Langston, and J. I. Davis,
to hear Powell not sing.
Anne
Associates; W. B. Cloaninger, B. D. Cain, and J. F. Norris, Assistants.
Dvorak ha sthe feminine lead. Of
ROARING FOR:
course Pat O'Brien is the coach and
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
Lyle Talbot is in the cast someAdequate Buildings and Necessary Equipment for Clemson College
where.
MONDAY—MASSACRE
Old "Cabin In the Cotton" Barthlemess comes back with another
heavy dramatic role.
He dons a
bunch of feathers, puts on red grease
paint, and sets out to prove that we
have done the Indians wrong.
1
WE WONDER
seem to remember Richard Dix and
Why is it that of all the colleges in the United States only- numberless other people doing the
West Point and Annapolis seem able to guarantee that their same thing, but I guess that every
actor has a little bit of the primigraduates emerge with an incorruptible sense of honor?
The question is well worth asking, even if it does bring up tive in him. Strange to say, the Indian gal is played, not by Dolores
a number of unpleasant matters.
For it is largely true that graduates of the Military and Del Rio, who is Hollywood's dusky
Naval Academies are quite incorruptible. It is also true, type, but by Miss Anne Dvorak
unfortunately, that no other college seems to turn out gradu- Dudley Rigges is around too.
ates whose honor can be taken as a matter of course. The TUESDAY—AS HUSBANDS GO
Warner Baxter digs out the old
Mitchells, the Wiggins, the Insulls and many others of the
big business world graduated from noted universities
But top hat and sophisticated air and
indulges in a bit of risque comedy
look at the record!
Of course, men are picked from the best material obtaina- It's all about a wife (Helen Vin*on,
ble before they are admitted to the Military and Naval Acad- who is excellent) who takes a bii
emies. But that is not the whole story. While they are there of a fling in Europe and spends the
they are rigorously trained to the highest standards of per- otner six reels clearing up misunsonal honor.
derstandings with the husband and
The strict discipline, the insistence on conduct becoming boy friend. Warner Oland discards
"an officer and a gentleman", the sense of patriotism and the Chinese make-up and looks huresponsibility to the nation that are inculcated in these man for the first time in years.
academies strike very deep and in almost all cases remain Very clever, I understand.
ruling principles throughout the officer's life.
WEDNESDAY—MASThese men are taught that there is something more im- TER OF MEN
portant in the world than personal gain, personal comfort,
A wooly wild, rip-snorting drama
personal fame; they are held to a high standard_ of beha- of the engineers and steel workers,
vior and public service while they are being trained, and with that great big he-man, Jack
later on they seldom deviate from it.
Holt. Mr. Holt tears through the
Now our civilian colleges doubtless can not impose such picture, forging his way to the top,
rigorous standards of conduct upon their undergraduates and then hanging around the job in
as are imposed at West Point and Annapolis. And perhaps his business suit. He eventually
it is not desirable that they should; the military mind has loses everything but it comes out
its defects as well as its virtues, and a nation entirely com- all right. I may be wrong but I
posed of Army officers would be a monstrosity.
think the lady is Fay Way.

EDITORIAL

But could our colleges not do more along this line than
they appear to do? And would it not be a splendid thing
for the country if at these colleges more time and effort were
devoted to the building of character and somewhat less to
intellectual exercises that may or may not aid in the making of good citizens.
(The Fresno Bee)
MAY WE ADD-—

The above editorial speaks for itself. At last the public
is realizing that the biped, man, is not inherently as honest
as builders of Utopia would have us believe.
College, like society, has undesirables. They should be
weeded out! To write that sentence on a typewriter is a
task that requires little or no skill. To accomplish the job
is quite another thing. It takes Real men to do it. But i'

THURSDAY—KENNELL
MURDER CASE

DENOUEMENT
When we received our last issue
of THE TIGER we rapidly thumbed
through the voluminous edition
(eight, count 'em, pages) and found
our plot of type. (We always read
it first, not only because it's the
best thing in the paper, but because
it's always so much more interesting after Mr. Chaplin and the boys
at the printing office get through
rewriting it). When we gazed at the
column and saw that lovely cut reposing at the head we beamed with
pride. Buttons burst from our
blouse and our hear: heaved from
sheer delight. Then came the blow.
The Editor informs us that some
hundreds of cadets have asked him
what all that black stuff was supposed to represent.
In spite of the fact that we were
quite cheered to learn that some
hundreds of cadets read, our weekly
masterpiece, we were greatly chagrined at your lack of appreciation of
fine art. The above work was executed by 'Mr. George Way, and is
a very excellent silhouette of Clemson's skyline as seen on a moonlight
night from Hotel Hill. If you look
closely you can see the Main Building, which is that big red brick
building with the tower on it that
stands in front of upper barracks
(in case you are an Ag. student).
We think the whole thing is pretty
ducky.
PRESS NOTICE
From somewhere comes this clipping, snipped, from the society pages
of the home-town newspaper:
Louis Husbands, Jr., wearing his
new Clemson uniform on a visit to
his parents over the week-end.
And were the girruls bowled
over?
POOL SHARK
Down at one of the company socials, E company we believe, our
agricultural color sergeant who
was gayly tripping the light fantastic toe. Now, M'r. Thackston. is noted far and near as a very devil
with the women. So it was no surprise to us to learn that at regular intervals he would disappear
with the lady with whom he was
dancing at the moment. On his return he would appear slightly flushed about the gills and with lipstick
smeared here and there. One would
wonder where he took the fair damsels to in order to whisper sweet
nothings into their shell-pink ears.

We found out. He went downstairs
to the swimming pool.
It seems
that there on the scene of his many
triumphs with the swimming team
he was inspired; besides it gave
him something to talk about in
those intervals when speech was
needed.
PLEA
Some weeks ago we spent some
little time composing a charming
little paragraph telling you that we
would be glad to print within these
sacred, boundaries any scandalous
contributions you care to send in.
We have received very few contributions and nearly all were from distant cities.
Certainly you must
have some person in school you
would love to see reamed out;
some friend of yours whom you
like to see writhing beneath the
spotlight of publicity. Every thing
you see in this column, is contributed. Simply leave a note in the
Ed's room, 139, or mail it to the
TALK OF THE TOWN, care THE
TIGER, if you aren't a cadet. You
may taste the sweet fruits of revenge on some of your life-long
enemies" through this medium; or
you may create new "enemies", if
you wish. A moment. Don't bother
to send in notices about the dog,
Dynamite, or Colonel Schirmer.
Both of these characters get too
much publicity and besides we've
got enough juicy tales about our
little colonel to keep him in print
until next June. Frankie does some
very interesting things, he does.
CAUSTIC COMMENT
While turning the pages of that
filthy rag, the Carolina gamecock,
with a pair of tongs, we came
across an article describing the late
carolina-Clemson basketball game,
which was headed, "Birds Defeat
Farmer Five". We beg their pardon. Birds had nothing to do with
it; the infamous Tompkins brothers
acting in their professional capacity
done it all. What we can't understand about Carolina anyway is why
they abolished the swimming team.
From all we here, we gather that
all the students stay in such a
state of liquification that "all they
have to do is lash out with their
arms and legs and they swim.
THIS WEEK'S
OUTSTANDING CADET
Freshman "Wimpy" Strohecker,
who is the gentleman described, in
Mr. William's article on Ducks.

BY J. METZ
THE TECHNICIAN
Several weeks ago, two N. C. State
students discovered that their radio
had the correst temperature for
hatching eggs.
Three weeks ago
they placed four eggs in the musical
incubator, and they awaited the
results.
Now, three of the four eggs have
hatched, and the chicks apparently
like their musical mother judging
from the way they hop around
among the tubes.

Our favorite screen detective is
back, twirling his mustache and nonchalantly smoking cigarettes. William Powell once again brings Philo
Vance to us, spats and everything.
As is customary he is baffled for the
first part of the picture but he eventually explains how the ghost committed murder, how the corpse
walked upstairs, and how a man can
be murdered, twice. Then you are
baffled. But you'll like this Van Dine
mystery with Mary Astor, Helen
THE BULLDOG
Vinson, Eugene Pallette, and the
Don't you think that it would be
old meanie, Jack LaRue.
a noble idea to have a cavalry unit
at The Citadel? It would be quite
President Roosevelt is the shifta relief to see a genuine horse's
iest open field runner of all time
neck (?) around barracks for a
on the hectic political gridiron.— change.
Paul Mallon. ..'

THE PERISCOPE
Mary had a little Iamb,
Her papa shot it dead.
And now it goes to school with her
Between two chunks of bread.

THE VIRGINIA TECH
An unexpected, but long wished
for change in the laundry list ha3
been effected.
The old fashioned
list has been revised in oraer to
make it more Vsuitable for these
times.

The number of articles such as
underwear, pajamas, socks, and
handkerchiefs to be washed by the
laundry has been increased, while
the number of collars and cuffs has
THE TIGER ROqM
been reduced. Articles such as neckties, counterpanes, and night shirts
Twice within the last two w*»eks the lock on the circulatioTHE
KENTUCKY
KERNEL
have been dropped from the list enThe
scroch
kiss
and
the
bunnyroom of THE TIGER has been broken, and the room use'
hug of yesterday's film days seem
Just to keep up the old collegiate tirely.
for purposes other than that of d'stributinsr the paper.
to be past. Love in the movies is traditions, one college has a new
For the majority the change is
THE TIGER staff has a F<V' >dea as to the identity of tb
now sweet" and simple—not that ruling which imposes a fine of six welcomed, but for those wearing
culprits; active steps toward th^ir apprehension will be take iove is simple—but you know what cents on any student caught wearing night ~ shirts, It will amount to a
if thex vandalism continues.
I. mean.—Claire Trevor,
./>...^^-^ a hat.
catastrophe.
.
.
can be done!
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Clemson Swimmers

The group of aquatic stars above is Clemson's swimming team that won the State cliaiiipionship
last year.
The men, reading from right to left, are as follows:
Allison, Rollins, Thackston, Dickson, Geraty,
Van de Erve, Fisher, Basha, and Thomas.
Rollins, Geraty, and Fisher graduated last June; members of the swimming team not on the picture are: Goodson, Nathan, Fletcher, and McHugh.
The Bengal tanksters have had a successful season thus far, defeating Emory, and P. C. (twice),
and dropping a close meet to U. of Georgia.
The team at present is in Raleigh where they compete with North Carolina State's aquabats tonight. From there, the Bengals journey to Charlottesville, Va. for the Southern Conference meet
which is to be held at the Uni. of Virginia this weekend.

MUSICIAN QUINTET
DEFEAT H COMPANY
TO BECOME CHAMPS
BAGNAL

STARS

Intra-mural Basketball Championship Decided in Heated
Fray

Rat Platoon
"Sno use bein' a privut all yuh
life," opined Clemson's frosh last
week when lit. Col. Henry Schroder
issued a plea for rat platoon volunteers. The motley crowd of newboys who turned out with ninepounders across
their
shoulders
looked like the result of a general
order that the freshman class assemble under arms on the small parade ground.
The emulating youngsters, in their
effort to avoid being dismissed from
the crack platoon, produced an atmosphere so prevalently pseudomilitaire that they necessitated division into smaller groups. Had the
original body been kept intact, it
would require the term "battalion"
instead of platoon.
Amnesty can be granted the
freshmen for their display of such
exurberance of spirit, however, because the assembly of the rat platoon was their first real chance for
pai*ticipation in a public competitive
military demonstration.
With continuity of the present enthusiasm, there should be no senior
privates in '37.

Probably the most spectacular
intramural basketball game ever
played on the Clemson campus went
to an unbeatable group of boys on
the Band as they won over a fine
H Company team that had not
tasted defeat in sixteen straight
games. The final score was 33-26 in
JEavor of the Band.
Much praise should go to Captain
JBo Newsom of the Band and Captain Dick Vaughan of H Company
lor their untiring work and excellent leadership displayed througout
the entire 'basketball season. The
members of both teams deserve a
great deal of credit for their splendid sportsmanship, their fightln6
•spirit, their fine team work and continued interest shown from the very
beginning of the season.
"Pag'' Bagnal, forward for the
Band, racked up 19 markers to top
the scorers in the championship
game; Huff, who led tournament
scoring with 51 points, was a close
second with 16 points. To mention
the floor work of any one man
would be an injustice; the closeness
SCORE IS 2 - 1
of the play and the intense competition displayed proved all players Experienced Visitors
Keeps
to be of equal ability.
Local Aggregation on Defense Throughout

COLLEGE GIBLS ABE
GUESTS AT CLEMSON
SUCIAL SAT. EVENING
MANY ATTEND
Baptist Sunday School Sponsors Enjoyable Entertainment Over Week-End
The Baptist Sunday School social
held Saturday evening was a most
enjoyable occasion.
Charlie Cowherd, master of ceremonies kept the entertainment well
in hand, and the fun began when a
bus load, of Anderson college girls
arrived at the church. The mili
tary bo'ys rose to the occasion—and
rose still higher when the party
started with the "brand new" game,
"We're Marching Around the Level".
Those newly-made Romeos certainly looked "swankey" down on
their knees using the old-fashioned
ward stick to measure the sudden
burst of romance. After two hours
of such merriment, refreshments
were served. Immediately following
the refreshments, the whole group
joined in a snappy hymn which was
followed by a quiet devotional.

TIGEBS DEFEATED BY
ASHEVILLE SCHOOL IN
SOCGEH JiAME SAT, CLEMSON GBIDSTEBS
ENGAGE IN SECOND
PRACTICEJAME SAT.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
TIGER BROTHERHOOD
The Tiger Brotherhood met at 8
P. M., Monday, February 26, to discuss several important school problems.
Suggestions for new members were presented by the members present and the list of nominations taken down for future reference and discussion.
An Investigation Committee was.
elected by popular nomination and
was voted upon, the men chosen being G. W. 'Robinson, A. C. Mustard,
and T. K. Johnstone.
Concluding the formal meeting,
an informal discussion of important
subjects was suggested and accepted
by the members present. This lasted
for about a half Hour i.when" the
meeting was adjourned.

The Asheville School for Boys defeated the Clemson soccer team last
Saturday on Riggs Field by a 2 to
1 score.
This was the second defeat in
three starts for the Tigers; however
they are rapidly learning the game,
and have shown improvement in
each encounter.
The visitors were more experienced than the Bengal outfit ana
kept the local eleven on the defense
most of the time.
This inovation to Clemson's sport
world, is fast becoming popular and
much interest is being created
among members of the corps.
If people stop getting education
when they graduate from school or
college, they soon become uneducated.
The only kind of; education
that'is of any value is up-to-date
education.—Newton "D. Baker.

YELLOWS

WIN

Tate Horton Scores 12 Points
For Yellow Clad Team
Last Saturday afternoon Jess
Neely's gridiron Yellow shirts took
a hard fought game from the White
Shirts in the second practice game
of the spring football session by a
score of 19 to 7.
Tate Horton's superb running
netted the Yellows 12 points; Slick
McCown's smashing
straight line
punches added another 6 points and
Fellers increased the score to 19
when he kicked the goal.
The Whites offensive strengthened when Cole carried the ball
from the 10 yard line on a powerful line drive for a touchdown;
Ber^-y, -on a fake, passed to Shore
for the extra point.
There was a decided improvement on both teams' blocking.

—that it would be interesting for
Holtzy to stroll nonchalantly into
the pool room sometime when the
"Y" is throwing one of those in^
famous dances.
—that Mule Yarborough went for
that little Brenau dame in a big
way and. that one of the sophomores just burned up while Mule
fiddled around.
—that Ted Simons is missing that
good old chocolate cake served up
on the hill now that the attraction
up on that same hill has the measles.
—that Jim Haddle can tell you how
it feels to donate ten bucks to a
big fellow in a blue uniform for
the general upkeep of the little
village of Easley.
—that John Troutman is having his
block "C" transferred to a lightweight sweater for the spring season.
—that there would be more harmony of the football field if Al Yarbrough and Slick MteCown would
bury the hatchet and try working
together once.
--that Helen Harris' newest and
(according to her) sweetest flame,
since she gave Troutman the now
becoming worn out gate, is an actor
in the German Passion Play that
visited Anderson recently.
—that Prof. Little Jo Hunter has
tried every way in the world to
keep his new Ford in the garage

at nights but between Rat Jimmy
and Senior Everette it sneaks out
every night.
that Dr. Calhoun evidently likes
Scotty's meals—especially when Lib
Heller happens to drop in at the
same time.
that
Catfish
Watson
looks
strangely studious with that dime
yellow pencil tied on with a golden
log chain.
__that one of these days the board
of Health is going to find that filthy
towel that the Chem. profs dry their
hands on after a lecture and the
Chem, division is going to have to
clean up the building.
__that everyone should, follow the
example set by Dr. D. W. (Lord
Chesterfield) Daniel and keep a
clothes brush in his office.
that it is a good thing coeds
are not here this year and that if
they were Colonel West would have
had to mention unmentionables
when he suggested that the corps
once in a while.
that the most famous last word3
on the campus are: Don Jue Z?
that after jumping on Dr. Marbletop once Oscar now presents him
with a bunch of orchids ordered
direct from Walter Winchell for the
best chapel address of this year.
(So nerts to youse muggs what
thinks this is only a doit column).
__that if a TIGEjR goes to Florida
a certain little miss down that way
should know that Joe Sherman paid
particular attention to the girl in
blue from Greenville at the "Y*social Friday night.
__that Betty Maness actually went
somewhere without little Alex.

Students shouldn't be sent to
college but should want to go. There
is room for every type of institution, large and small, vocational
and otherwise. I believe that every
nstitution and subject taught is to
some extent vocational.—Dr. David
Allan Robertson, president Goucher
College.

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"
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When fate hangs heavy over your head,
retain a cheerful outlook with a pipe of
genial BRIGGS. There's not a bite in a
bushel of this aged-in-wood blend . . . and
it has a rare and spicy savor that will
thrill your taste. You'll find B RIGGS the
blend a feller needs.

r,9
KEPT FACTORY FRESH
by inner lining of
'XOPHANE

O P. LorilUrd Co., Ine,
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THE GAMECOCK
THE BULLDOG
The other day I heard a guy comIt lay in a conspicuous part of
pare
the cadet corps on parade witii
the campus.
n automobile, "a collection of nuts
It lay where some students had
put into motion by a crank".
nonchalantly tossed it, after imbibing its liquid contents.
THE MERCER CLUSTER
No one ever gets anywhere until
It lay there boldly, a pint bottle,
Irrefutable evidence that at least he gets rid of the idea that his
one student here drinks that invigo- first effort is going to startle the
world.
rating fluid, milk.

THURSDAY,

COLLEGIATE PRESS
VILLANOVAN
A new and interesting slant on
college life from the St. Bona Venture: College bred is a four-year
loaf in which one is constantly
Uneading dough.
It might be
verre.
(More stale puns for your
Java).

MARCH
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THE BLUE STOCKING
THE PERISCOPE
The members of the varsity rifle Trouble's a ton or trouble's an.
team at P. C. recently fired a match
ounce,
against the girls' team. In order to
make the contest more even, the Or trouble is what you make it;
co-eds were allowed to make use of And it's not the fact that you'reall available means of disconcerting
hurt that counts,
their adversaries, urging them on,
It's only—how you take it!
applauding their efforts and making themselves generally obnoxious (Sounds familiar, though not quite
correct or complete.)
to the marksmen.

ONIY THE
CENTER LEAYES FOR

Lucky Strike presents
the Metropolitan
Opera Company

This picture tells better than words the
merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies
use only the center leaves. Not the top
leaves, because those are under-developed—not ripe. Not the bottom leaves,
because those are inferior in quality—
they grow close to the ground and are
tough, coarse and always sandy. The
center leaves are the mildest leaves, the

finest in cpiality. These center leaves
are cut into long, even strands and are
fully packed into each and every Lucky
—giving you a cigarette that is always
round, firm, completely filled—no loose
ends. Is it any wonder that Luckies are
so truly mild and smooth? And in
addition, you know, "It's toasted"—
for throat protection, for finer taste.

Saturday at 1.50 P. M.,
Eastern Standard Time, over
Red and Blue Networks of
NBC, Lucky Strike will
broadcast the Metropolitan
Opera Company of New York
in the complete Opera, "Lucia

di Lammermoor"

NOT the top leaves—they're under-developed
'—they are harsh I

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves
1Z

NJ

1934

Cream of the Crop
"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

Copyright, 1934, The American Tobacco Company,

NOT the bottom lewea—-they're inferior in
quality—coarse and always sandy \
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SPORTS

CLEMSON SWIMMERS
DEFEAT BLUE HOSE

HISTORY REPEATS
It seems that it takes Coach Joe's
basketeers a whole season to begin
playing the brand of ball of which
they are capable! Last year they
"waited" until the season was nearing the end,, and then began showing the fans just what a good bas^
ketball team should
do to win
games by winning seven out of their
last nine.
And again this year they waited
until the season was practically
over before they started their winning ways; but when they began
they went on a rampage, defeating
Wofford, Fur man, Florida and Georgia as the season ended. Yes, J
know we lost to Carolina. The
Gamecocks have beat every team
they've met this year, including the
best in the 'Southern Conference; so
-what?
SOCCER
To Clemson and Furman and
to the members of their soccer
teams goes the distinction of
having played the first intercollegiate game of soccer in South
Carolina.
These aggregations
have played three games and
the sport has met with increased approval and enthusiasm among the cadets with
■every engagement.
• •
Freddie Kirchner, Clemson
Y. ML C. A. Athletic Director,
is respposible for the installation of the new game, and he
intends to have intramural
games between the companies
soon so that all can take part
and learn the "new" sport. He
hopes to see soccer installed as
a, minor sport within the next
few years by the college A. A.,
if the cadets show the right attitude and really want the game
to be a permanent fixture on the
sport curriculum.
INTRAiMURALS
Did you know that we have more
intramural basketball games here at
Clemson than any other college in
the South? During the season just
past more than 200 games have
been played, with over 300 boys
taking part in them. These boys
who do not have the time, or maybe not the ability, to take part in
varsity basketball but like the game
get their chance to play in these
intramural games. Freddie Kirchner's goal is to have every cadet
taking part in at least two of the
intramural sports during the school
year, and he has what it takes to
put it across if the boys will do
their part by showing a little interest.
SWIMMERS
The Tiger swimmers deserve
a big hand for their stellar performance so far this season!
Their two impressive victories
over P. C. and their win over
Emory marks them as an almost sure bet to cop the State
championship tf-fs year. We
could use it.
Tonight they
meet N. C. State in Raleigh and
go from there to Charlottsville,
Va., to the Southern Conference
meet which is to be held this
weeL>end._ Although only sev*"»
men are making this trip, they
have a good chance of winning
the N. O. State engagement and
of finishing near the top in the
Southern Conference meet.
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stronger than ever. They were
scrapping ail the \say through, and
several Bengal supporters were
heard to remark: "if they'll do like
that against opponents next year,
they'll go places." 'We check and
double-check that statement.
NEW RAUL TOTERS
In shifting Hoi-ton, last year
end, to the backfield, Coach
Jess has found a "natural", it
seems, and if the Belton product keeps up the pace he set
"Slim" Goodson, star sophoSaturday, he'll be trouble for
more swimmer who has lowTiger foes next year. Anothered the State record for the
er natural runner and passer
440 event by 30 seconds, and
who will bear watching is this
Alex Dickson, who usually takes
boy Berry. He can elude tacktwo first places in all his meets
lers with almost as much ease
are expected to play a big part
as Pennington could his freshin the Tiger's scoring and to
man yea rand he is as hard
topple at least one Conference
to bring to earth. In the game
record.
Saturday, on one occasion, he
made
three tacklers miss with
GRIDMEN IMPROVING
out moving out of his tracks,
Coach Neely was highly satisfied
and his passes were thrown
with the performances or both teams
with the speed and accuracy of
in the second spring training praca bullet.
tice
game.
But
what
mentor
wouldn't be pleased to watcn nis
squad show as much improvement
BOB'S PUGS
as that demonstrated by the Tigers
Coach Jones' boxers didn't bring
since their first game. In the Sat- back any Southern Conference cham"
urday engagement, both teams show- pionships when they returned from
ed mid-season form in blocking and Charlottesville Sunday, but they
tackling and their offense was came back with the satisfaction of

BASE BALL PRACTICE
BEGINS THIS WEEK

knowing that three of their five men
were defeated by Conference champions.
Quarles, Home and McGraw were the Conference winners
who stopped our Dawson, Henley
and Mecilin; Fudge and Altman met
first class fighters only to be shaded
slightly by them.
Even though they didn't come
through the conference with a winner, the season, as a whole, has
been successful for both the boxers
and Coach Jones. At the first of the
season some of the Tiger supporters wasn't sure that Bob could
coach boxing but he showed them
that he could do just that, and he
is to be highly commended for his
efforts and the record made by the
ringmen this season.

ADDITIONSJO LIBRARY

Charles Darwin's "Diary of the
Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle", edited
from the manuscript by his granddaughter, Nora Barlow, has been
received at the library. The two
editions formerly published have approximately one-third omitted, and
the chronology of the voyage was
not strictly followed,
Darwin was only twenty-two years
of age when he accompanied Captain Fitzroy on his surveying voyage. He was interested in natural
science which made him eager for
the trip. His diary tells of his inland expeditions, and of how he collected his biological and geological
specimens.
Mrs. Rarlow gives a historical and
THE GAMECOCK
bibliographical account of his diary
A student at the University of and journal and includes an enlightSouth Carolina, having won a pos- ening sketch of Captain Fitzroy.
ter contest, is wondering what HE
will do with the prize which happens to be a scholarship to Greenville Woman's College.

EXCHANGE

THE KENTUCKY KERNEL
Huron College, situated in London, Ontario, is probably the smallest college in existence today. It
carries a total enrollment of twenty
students and five faculty members.

THE PARLEY VOO
A woman's thumb ain't a very big
thing, but you can usually find a
man under it.
(They ought to know that -"ain't''
ain't correct)

its about as
1
gooa as a
tobacco pouch
THIS Granger package is what
I call good common sense. It's
just about as good as a tobacco
pouch.
"Here's what I mean—it keeps
the tobacco right, and you can
fold it up smaller after every pipe.
That makes it handy to carry.
"And I want to put in a word
for the tobacco while I'm at it.
Granger keeps a pipe clean as a
whistle, and man, it is cool.
a sensible package
10 cents

"I want to say Granger
is just about 4he best
tobacco I ever smoked."

ranger Rough Cut
the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
—folks seem to like tt
© 1934,
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THE TIGER

FROSH
IS RADIO BUG
(Continued from page one)

SOIL
SURVEY HERE
(Continued from page one)

trees and fence posts for support
and bottle necks for insulators. The
furtherest speaker is located in a
farmhouse fifteen miles distant from
nis receiving set. He has a total
of over thirty miles of line operating
on his set.
The patrons may tune in at any
hour, and they have their own volume control devices. If a special
program is desired, they send their
choice to the Rogers homo and the
most popular request is complied
with. None of the hundred and fifty
homes has electric current, and the
network system is much more satisfactory than the expensive battery
sets.
Gordon is studying EE with tiie
aim of becoming a radio designer.
He began his study of radio during
high school, using books from, the
Greenville Library, and is greatly
advanced in his subject. He does
expert repair work at the college.

Although a great deal of the work
that has been sponsored by the
Federal government has been discontinued, this project will be continued to completion.
The main purpose of the undertaking is to aid the men who work
over 100,000 farms in South Carolina.

It is the pioneering spirit
people of the United States
already is making itself felt
other nations of the world.

THE IJENOIR RHYNEAN
Dude's Dictionary
BRONCS—A section of New York
City.
CATTLE—A pot used for cooking.
COLT—What you catch from sitting
in a draft.
CORRAL—A sort of shell.
COWBOY—A bull.
HEIFER—A gentle breeze.
LARIAT—A kind of card game.
MARE—The head of the town.
OX—A question.
of the RANCH—A sort of tool.
which RODEO—Used for listening to
broadcasting stations.
among
SOMBRERO—A half breed Mexican.

THURSDAY,

MARCH

1,
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BRISBANE fFRE SAT.
(Continued from page one)

GOING BIG

describing the various activities on
the campus, and j,n honorary membership in the oldest farmer's organization in the country, the Pcndleton Farmer's Society.
Following the preseutation^, Mr.
Brisbane was called, upon to speak.
COME DOWN AND SEE THEM
In a dynamic tone, the internationSure I still have $1.00 Shirts, 25c. Shorts and
ally known columnist covered a
25c. Undershirts
wide range of topics in a very few
words. He discussed his work on
book reviews, bringing out several »
:w:fRTaiagia«^!g[giBBaaa^^
points in a recent biography whicii
stresses the failures of Napoleon.
In closing, the speaker commented briefly on newspaper work.
►>♦>♦ ■^^^^^^^^^^^♦♦^►^►^♦♦^►♦^♦♦{►♦j^
"A doctor who can amputate a
person's leg and, think meanwhile
of golf is a good doctor; it is imCOMPLIMENTS
OF
portant that he keep his mind elsewhere.
Such a thing, however,
in newspaper work is disastrous.
When a journalist gets to the point
where he writes coldly, without
emotion, he is through!"
From Clemson,
Mr. Brisbane
drove to Anderson where he made
♦♦♦
a half hour address at the Boys'
►♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦^♦>^^^<^<**>*>*>*>^^^^^>^
High school.

HOKE SLOAN'S

$22.50 MADE-TO-MEASURE SUITS
NEW DANGE SASHES
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Clemson College Laundry
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You hear a lot today
about balanced diet—
.. and there's something too
in the way tobaccos are balanced that makes a cigarette
milder and makes it taste
better.
I keep coming back to
that statement on the back
of the Chesterfield package—
CHESTERFIELD-(TGARETTES
ARE A BALANCED BLEND
OF THE FINEST AROMATIC
TURKISH TOBACCO AND
THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAL
AMERICAN VARIETIES
BLENDED IN THE CORRECT
PROPORTION TO BRING
OUT THE FINER QUALITIES
OF EACH TOBACCO.
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

CAesterfi

We believe you'll enjoy
Chesterfields and we ask you
to try them.

■the cigarette that's MILDER
—the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.
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